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BATTLE RESIGNS

Chancellor cites family and personal reasons for his sudden departure
DEXTER MULLINS
Online Editor

surprise to see the chancellor
resign."
Former

SGA President
Arnita Floyd-Moody was also
on campus on Tuesday for the
unforeseen news. Moody was
on the Board of Trustees when
resignation.
Battle was selected and says that
Citing "personal and family she is saddened by the news.
reasons" for his resignation, Moody stated this incident
Battle willremain in his position would not affect the pride ofthe
until June 30.
students ofthe university.
Battle is the 11th chancellor
"Change is a good thing,"
of A&T, and has only been Moody said. "I have confidence
here since July 1, 2007, about in the Board ofTrustees and I am
a year and a half. Officials in sure that this is a decision that
the chancellor's office denied will help propel the university
rumors of the resignation
further into glory.
"The SGA president of
throughout the day, and then
confirmed it at 4:06 p.m. when Coppin (State University)
a press release was sent out always spoke highly of Dr.
through University Relations.
Battle. I'm sure that the board
UNC President Irskine looked at various different
Bowles released a statement factors."
Students across campus
Tuesday afternoon regarding
the matter. Bowles says that he reflected on the news, and many
respects Battle's decision to "do were disappointed to see Battle
what he feels is best for him and go. Sophomore Class President
his family," and says he looks Wayne Kimball Jr. says he
forward to working with him doesn't think the university gave
throughout the remainder ofhis Battle enough time. Kimball
tenure as chancellor.
was one of about six students
SGA President Marcus that the chancellor sent to Ghana
Bass, who sits on the Board of last summer on a community
Trustees, was also surprised. service project involving books
Bass described the situation as for school children.
"I will definitely miss him,"
difficult and acknowledged the
work thatBattle has done.
Kimball said. "He was definitely
"Dr. Battle was a very an individual who I think was
student-centered chancellor," here for the well being of the
Bass said. "I've known him to student body and the university
be a person that spoke his mind, as a whole."
that was very passionate and
Kimball could not pinpoint
caring about what the students a particular reason that could
needed at A&T. This definitely
� See RESIGNS on Page 2
comes as a slight shock and a

Students flocked to the
nearest computers on campus
to confirm the abrupt news of
Chancellor Stanley F. Battle's

PHOTO BY KENNETH HAWKINS • REGISTER
issues
effective
June
30.
Battle
only served two years at the helm of the university.
CHANCELLOR STANLEYF. BATTLE announced his resignation through on Tuesday due to familyand personal

Self-defense offered in new gym
STAGE BAILEY
Staff Writer

with physical health, but with
mental health issues as well,"

If you're looking for a way
to let off steam or relieve stress
through physical activity, one
of the closest and most inexpensive places to go is right on
campus in the Fitness and Well-

The class is offered on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 6-6:45
p.m. and on Fridays from 8-8:45
p.m. Miles will break down his
instructions step by step so that
not only do you know what
you're doing, but why you are
doing it. It's a lot of work, but
aids in gaining focus as well as
precision outside ofthe gym as
well.
With the latest news about
Chris Brown and Rihanna in
conjunction with the recent happenings around and on campus,
knowing how to defend your
self isn't a bad idea. However,
picking fights with people is
not the way to go and will can
get you kicked off campus unnecessarily if the teachings are

ness Center.

A variety ofclasses are available during the week to provide
a means of staying in shape as
well as aiding in keep you safe.
One of these classes is a
Martial Arts session taught by
Bryon Keith Miles, a freshman
computer science and engineering major from Colombia, S.C.
He's a fist degree black belt and
has been teaching Martial Arts
for two years before coming to
A&T.

"I think it is valuable to take
classes, because it not onlyhelps

ONLINE
OBAMA'S
SPEECH
gives his

President Barack Obama
first speech to the nation. Read
more about the contents of his
message online

www.ncatregister.com

abused

mindset to remain motivated
"I do not condone learning Martial Arts as a means for whenthe regiment gets tougher.
anything else other than self"I hope people that start
defense and bettering yourself Martial Arts can understand that
as a human being," Miles said. it is not justmoving and looking
"With all the different circumgood but that is it a way oflife
stances that have been transpirlike any of other belief or reliing at A&T, or in different in- gion," Miles added.
dustries, it would be important
Having taken the class, I can
to know at a few movements to honestly say that it's a lot of
work, but it is definitely somedefend yourself."
It is highly discouraged to thing I would recommend to
walk alone at night, however, others who are really serious
some situations are unavoidable about learning something new
and may require quickthinking. as well as bettering theirchances
For females especially, it isVital of successfully defending themto know how and when to deselves if need be. The training
fend yourself should a situation is tough and it will tire you out,
arise. Miles provides the opbut it's been wellworth it. What
tion ofletting you choose what better way to learn, exercise
type of Art you would like to and maintain mental health than
learn and may even recommend right here on campus at a place
something for you. Patience is that's already paid for through
one thing that will come with
� See SELF DEFENSE on Page 2
training and it takes a certain

HISTORYTAKING SHAPE A&TStudent Bryon Miles teaches self-defense to other studentsTuesday
and Thursdays in the Fitness at 6pm.
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theWORD

theSCENE

MAYOR MAKES
BLACK HISTORY

WE HAVE TO DO
BETTER PART 3

theSCORE
LADY AGGIES
BEAT S.C. STATE

RUNWAY TURNS
CORPORATE

WEDNESDAY

Johnson is Greensboro's second
woman and first African American
elected mayor.

There needs to be more blackowned business'and land
of the black community.

legend.

The senior class presents a business fashion expose for the Spring
Career Fair, featuring Verge and
Couture.

Low

ownership to increase the wealth

The Lady Aggies beat the
Bulldogs in an 83-74 game, and
Amber Bland becomes Aggie

said Miles.
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THURSDAY: Mostly Sunny | High 63°
FRIDAY: Rainy | High 64°
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theBLOTTER
Vandalism
February 17,7:15 p.m.

Department. She is being held on
a $500 sevured bond, and she is
still in custody.

serveral students vandalizing a
freshly poured sidewalk, by writing their names in the cement.
Estimated value of damage to
the cement is $1000.

Assault
February 19,5:40 p.m

Laurel Street
A UPD officer discovered

Village

5

A female student reported
that a suspect pushed her our of
the way and entered her suite

B&E/Larceny
February 17,6 a.m

without her permission.

Aggie Terrace

Vehicle Accident
February 20,2:55 p.m
Webb Hall
A vehicle struck the rear
open door of a parked vehicle
while traveling in the parking lot.
Total estimated damage to both
vehicles is $2500. There were no

A male student resident reported person(s) unknown broke
the back window of his vechivle
and removed the stereo.

Total estimated value of damage to the vehicles window and
property take is $400.

2009-2010 Housing Selection

(Through Friday)
Moore Gym

9 a.m.

Beyond the Bachelor's Degree
Williams Cafeteria

injuries reported.
Larceny
February 18,10 a.m
Barbee Hall
A male student reported that

a suspect took $40 from his wallet while he was asleep.
Arrest
February 19,12:10a.m

Burglary
February 21,10:52 a.m

3
A female resident student
reported person (s) unknown removed her play station three and
six games from her residence.
Estimated value of items taken
Village

Villager

is $861.

A female student resident was
arrested on an outstanding order
for arrest by Greensboro Police

There were no signs of forced
entry and there is a possible
suspect.

If you ever see anything suspicious
or* need assistance caH Campus Police

(336) 334-7675
FOCUS

by Leroy Mikell

RAM DOWN! Thomas Coleman throws down a monster dunk overWinston-Salem State's Isaiah Hunter
duringthesecond halfof theAggies 68-61 win lastSaturday, the win was their sixth in a row.

Students kickbox for
cardio and self-defense
SELF DEFENSE From page 1
student's athletic fees?
A similar class offered at the

Center is Kickboxing, which is
instructed by senior sports science and fitness medicine major
from Raleigh, Brittany Dixson
on Mondays and Wednesdays
at 9:15 p.m. Although, as she
states, the class is not intended
for self-defense, but more for
cardio the exercises, the workout used can build strength
in areas where self-defense is
needed
"I got an overall workout for

my arms, legs and torso," said
junior, social work major, Ser-

The A&T
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ena Davis, of Jamaica, NY who
attended the Kickboxing class.
"I think it's a valuable class for
others to take because it helps
with strengthening your heart as
well,"

Places in the Greensboro
area that provide Martial Arts
and self-defense classes include
Kuk Sool Won OfNorth Greensboro at 3900 N. Church St, Essential Martial Arts at 2957 Battleground Ave. and Gensei Ryu
Karate located at 314 S. Greene
St. just to name a few. Fitness
centers in the area include ABS
at 2750 N. Church St., Gold's
Gym on Battleground Ave. as
well as Bryan Family YMCA
located at 501 E. Market St.
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BATTLE STEPS DOWN Chancellor Battle resigns as chancelloreffective June,30,2009 due topesonal,family reasonsTuesday, Feb. 24.

Battle announces resignation as
chancellor, will hold post until June
2008

RESIGNS From page 1
have led to his resignation,
but did say that there was talk
of pressure from the National
Alumni Association and on
campus staff for Battle to step
down. A representative from
the Alumni Association could
not be reached.
Freshman Christina Hintoh
was a presidential intern for
UNC General Administration.
"I think it is always hard
when a university has to switch
chancellors, especially when
we are in the middle of things
here at A&T," Hinton said. "I
can't say either way that this
resignation isthe right decision,
but I trust the leadership ofthe
university."
All may not have been well
withthe Chancellor
While students have mixed
feelings about the resignation,
there may. have been other
reasons behind the sudden
decision. Copies of e-mail
correspondence between Battle
and Bowles show that Battle
missed several meetings with
the UNC system president and
other chancellors, some for
family reasons, and others for
events that were taking place
here at A&T. Overall, Battle
missed a total of six meetings
from May to December of

"Sometimes when you
don't fit, you just don't fit,"
Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs Dr. Sullivan Welborne
said in the fourth floor lobby of
Dowdy on Tuesday morning.
"Dr. Battle did a lot in a short
amount oftime, but I think for
him this was just the best thing
to do."
Another potential sign of
issues could have been seen
in a letter that Battle sent to
Bowles on April 9. The letter
talked about the results of the
review of the National Science
Foundation
Engineering
Research Center, describing
how great things had turned
out for the University. But in
the last paragraph of the letter
said, "I just want to warn you
that with change some people
complain, but we are moving
at laser speed. I do not have
time to wait, we are moving
forward," Battle said before
closing the letter.
Despite repeated attempts,
phone calls to the Battle's
office were not returned on
Tuesday.

The University looks at the
road ahead
As A&T looks to it's future,
it is uncertain what will take
place next. A search committee
will have to be assembled to
find another chancellor, and an

interim chancellor will step in
after June 30 until someone is
found.
Bass commends Battle for
all ofthe workthat he didwhile
he was here, and says that the
task ofbeing the chancellor of
A&T is unique.
"A lot ofschools go through
changes, just not at the same
time," Bass said. "Students can
help by just going to class and
continuing to do well, studying
for mid terms and being safe."
UNCAssociation ofStudent
GovernmentsPresident T. Greg
Doucette has high hopes for
A&T. He says that he doesn't
see this change impacting
the university's reputation.
Doucette is" the highestranking student official in the
state, and sits on the Board of
Governors.
"I would hope this is not
going to impact the reputation
ofthe university, because A&T
is still the premiere land-grant
engineering based institution in
the southeast," Doucette said.
"My main concern is
that A&T will have three
chancellors in three years. I
would hope that the university
would bring somebody in of
the highest caliber possible,
but also someone that can stick
around for a while. I don't want
to lack of continuity to affect
the student body."

Mayor, former Aggie continuing
to make black history daily
2007-present

KENNY FLOWERS
Contributor

Just like Obama, Johnson

For the past year, people
have watched America triumphed over color and make
history.

With the recent election of
President Obama and other
notable black figures, February has become a month to
celebrate our past, present and
promising future.
As mayor of Greensboro
since 2007, Yvonne Johnson is
also apart ofthat history.
Having received her undergraduate degree from Bennett
College for Women and completed her masters at A&T,
Johnson is Greensboro's second woman and first AfricanAmerican elected mayor.
Serving the city of Greensboro for the last 16 years, Johnson has a very reputable track
record. She has been a City
Council member from 19931999 and 2005-2007, Mayor
Pro Tem from 1999-2005, and
Mayor of Greensboro from
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was a well-known candidate,
popular amongst her peers and
in the community. She had
the ability to win over not just
black, but white voters as well,
noted by her seven previous
victories.

She is one with a great vision towards diversity. In an
interview with the News &
Record, Johnson stated that
she hopes "we really celebrate
the diversity that exists in our
city and really do much better about building trust among
people who are different. I
think there's a real desire and
hunger in many, many areas of
this city, with many people, to
work together to make things
better".

Johnson is also a proponent
ofrehabilitation, as seen on her
extensive resume of community involvement.
She has served for 26 years
as Executive Director of One
Step Further, Inc., a private,
nonprofit United Way agency

11 a.m.

"Soul" Art Show

Memorial Student Union
Stallings Ballroom
6 p.m.

"A Celebration of Our History"
Webb Hall
0100 Auditorum
6:30 p.m.

Jam Caribbean
Interest Meeting
Memorial Student Union
Commuter Lounge
8 p.m.

AMA with BET
Merrick Auditorium
5:30 p.m.

27
Portuguese Workshop
McNair Hall 312
4 p.m.

Women's Basketball vs. Howard
Corbett Sports Center

2 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. Howard
Corbett Sports Center

4 p.m.

NY/NJ E-Board Meeting

Memorial Student Union
Room 209

2 p.m.

that recommends sentencing

options for adults and juveniles, and provides mediation
services, and life skills/conflict
resolution classes.

Johnson is president of
Women's Resource Center,
serves on the board of the
Malachi House and represents
many other organizations.
Being ofcolor and being in
the spotlight are two challenging factors in the political arena. More attention is granted
toward your mistakes, rather
than your fortunes. But, Johnson seems to be doing alright.
"I haven't regretted it yet.
Sometimes it's challenging.
Sometimes it's very rewarding
and humbling, and so I've had
more rewarding days than I've
had where I just said, 'Argh,
I'm frustrated,' or whatever."
As African-Americans, in
the past, have enlightened and
improved not only America,
but the world, Mayor Yvonne
Johnson is truly a revolutionary, leader and achiever of to-

Spring Break

Spring Break

Spring Break

day.
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Expression at the cost of professionalism
Tattoos, piercings and hairstyles can make or break yourjob chances
MICHAEL JONES
Staff Writer

Today's society is booming
with a generation that firmly
stands on grounds of freedom of
expression and individuality.
Brought up on the mindset
that it's okay to be different,
things such as tattoos, piercing,
and natural hair styles are second hand nature. But will this
nature be accepted in the eyes
of corporate America?
Tattoos, piercing, and certain hairstyles have always been
viewed as "unprofessional" in
the eyes of the business world.
But in the 21st century it is no
longer uncommon to see people
with multiple tattoos and piercings, dreadlocks and other certain styles.
According to a survey from
Harris Interactive, 13 percent
ofpeople 18-24 and 36 percent
of those that are 25-29 have at
least one tattoo. Sixteen percent of all Americans have at
least one tattoo and 83 percent
feel no regret. Half of all adults
have pierced ears, while only
five percent have a body piercing, and two percent with a face
piercing

"I have 16 tats in all," admits sophomore student Keith
Crowder, a secondary history
education major.
"I went and got my first one
when I was 17 which were the
names of my great aunt and
uncle. That's how I got away
with it and after that I justkept

going."

date out ofthe running because
Crowder admits that tattoos of body art isn't always practiare very addictive to him but cal. You'd obviously wantto talk
that each has its purpose on his about the issue and reach some
body. "Every one has a meancompromises. "Can the person
ing and they mean something to do the job? If they are sitting in
me. I don't get any ofthat thug a computer lab, not dealing with
stuff," he said.
clients, perhaps it doesn't matWhen asked ofhow he thinks ter what they are wearing."
people view him or how heil
Career counselor Zebedee
be viewed in the work force he Talley III, informs his students
admits he might have to hide that it's fine to do these things,
them
but to be aware ofhow people
"I guess I'll just have to wear will perceive you.
long sleeves," he said. I don't
"You have to realize percepcare what people think, I got tion isn't reality, but when it
them because I wanted to. I do comes to an interview and a job,
believe that the workforce is it can be," Talley said.
more lenient and open. Back in
"They will make selections
the day it was almost like you based on your appearance and
killed someone if you had one." how they perceive you. Of
Not too long ago, it was course we don't tell them not
understood that if you wanted to get these tattoos or piercings,
a good paying job you had to but we give them the best adabide the business professional vice. We want them to be stratestandards. This meant a short gic in where they place them so
cut, limited facial hair, business as to not be in easy view and to
attire for men, and straight, flat not be wrongfully perceived. Is
ironed hair for women with a it fair, no, but it happens."
certain skirt length.
Talley believes that some
According to salary.com, professions maybe more lenient
"As body art becomes easier to the differential look but stuand safer to apply, the percentdents must do their research on
age of employees reporting to that business. He also believes
work with body art increases. the professional viewpoint is
However, most corporations do being challenged.
not have a policy in place, since
"Some fields maybe more
it's only recently that tattooing lenient, but you should research
and piercing have become more the culture ofthe company. You
mainstream. Companies need to might be able to get away with
look at how they are going to that extra piercing or wrist tataddress this issue in the future," too," he said. When I graduated
according to the report.
in 99, professionalism started to
"Moreover, taking a candi- be challenged. You saw more of

business casual, polo's, slacks,
etc. I believe the information
age will continue to challenge
that."
Junior biology major, Minica
Steele, who also has 16 tattoos
as well as 4 piercings, two of
which are located on her lip and
cheek explains that she wants to
be looked upon as a just a cool
person and not for her tats.
"I went and got my first tattoo for my 18th birthday," she
said.
"My

mom really likes
clowns, so I found a nice one
and got it. After that I came up
with another idea and went from
there. I'll admit I am strange but
that's just who I am. I didn't get
these for people, I got them for
me. When you do stuff outside
the box people will look at you
funny or wonder what she was
thinking."
Steele realizes that the business world will not look nicely
upon her works of art and has
come to terms with it.
"The field I'm in, I do know
I'll have to wear long sleeves,"
she said. It's ok with me. A lot of
people in my field have them but
you don't know. Its cold right
now and people don't know I
have as many as I do unless they
ask because I have them covered up. But I might be changing my major to Fashion and it's
not really as big as a problem in
that field. I just want people to
be able to tell that I'm different
before seeing my tats."

.
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TATTED UP! Tattoos are often found unprofessional in the business worldbut studnets continue to get
them like Mlnica Steele Biology major.

Boycott doesn't stop game
but gets message across
BRITTANY DANDY
Contributor

Displeased Aggies boycotted
what they deemed unjust ticket
sales the day before the muchanticipated Winston-Salem State
basketball game on Feb. 21.
While A&T basketball players drilled in preparation ofthe
big game, flustered fans protested outside ofBrown Hall, in
spite of a home court disadvantage.

.

"I am very supportive ofthe
university", s&id Danielle Howell, "now in order to show more
support I have to pay?"
Students found themselves
experiencing deja vu as theyrecalled the past Winston-Salem
State and A&T game, where
police officials were needed
to control the unsettled crowd.
The university has since then
has formed a committee under
Student Affairs and the Athletic
Department that decides ticket
pricing and prevents issues such
as this from occurring.
Unnamed Brown Hall officials, point the finger at the
university and Student Government Association President,
Marcus Bass, who says he was
not aware ofthe general admission prices for students prior to
the week ofthe game.
"The biggest issue was a lack
of communication and I think
the biggest thing is to look at
a better way to accommodate
the students, maybe by having
a discounted price", said Bass.
"I didn't ok ticket prices...the
boycott is definitely justified."
Student asked, why not the

The movement began last
Tuesday, Feb. 17 when Tiffany
Myatt, a senior Journalism and
Mass Communication major,
approached the window of the
ticket office expecting to receive
a "free" ticket to the game. To
her disbelief, her request was
met with a $15 dollar charge.
"I never had to pay for a
game on campus and I've been
here four years", said Myatt.
"How do you give out a certain
number of free tickets to students who have already paid?"
Though the entire student
body bares the burden of athletic fees, the university only
reserved 2145 tickets for A&T
students, less than half of the Greensboro Coliseum?
Corbett Sports Center's capac"The crown would not meet
ity. Students felt deprived and the magnitude ofthe coliseum",
disappointed in the university said Athletic director Wheeler
decision.
Brown. Wheeler went on to

explain the amount of funding
it would take to obtain the coliseum would exceed expected

revenue
"It was never our intent for
students not to be able to get into

the game" said Brown "Had all
parties come to the table sooner
it could have been a win- win
situation"

One student in particular believed that revenue is whats mst
important to the A&T. "It's embarrassing, said Latoya Hopkins
" Numbers are all that matter
and they have always mattered
at this university"
Chancellor Battle apologized
for the lack ofcommunication at
the board oftrustees meeting Fri
and at approximately 4:00pm
the university allotted 200 additional free student tickets for
game admission.
The game not sold out, but
still congested, proceeded as
planned and lead protestor Tiffany Myatt seemed to be pleased
with the rectification.
"The 200 tickets were a start
and I'm gladthat the administrationadmitted they were wrong,"
said Myatt.
"As far as the future they
need to make sure that the students are aware and the student
officials are also aware ofwhat's
going on."
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French student on school trip killed by bombing in Egypt
MAGGIE MICHAEL

Associated Press

—

CAIRO (AP) A group ofFrench
teenagers on a school trip was
hit hard by a bombing at a

landmark Cairo bazaar, which

killed a 17-year-old girl on the
tour and wounded more than a
dozen other students, the mayor

of the teens' hometown said

Monday.

Sunday night's explosion from
a homemade bombraised worries
in Egypt of wider damage to the
country's vital tourism industry,
which is already suffering from
the global economic meltdown.
The blast went off in the
main square of the sprawling
Khan el-Khalili market, which
was packed with tourists and
Egyptians — including more
than 40 high school students
from the Paris suburb of
Levallois-Perret.
A government spokesman said
the bomb was placed under a
stone bench in a cafe where the
French students were sitting
in the square, next to one of
Cairo's most revered shrines,
the Hussein mosque.

The 17-year-old girl, who
has not been identified, was

killed and 24 people were
wounded, including 17 French,
said spokesman Magdy Radi,
according to Egypt's state news
agency MENA.
The students were nearing the
end of their trip when the attack
occurred, said Patrick Balkany,
mayor of Levallois-Perret.
He said some of the students
have serious wounds, and other
students suffered psychological
shock from the. "horror" of the

experience.

"We are faced with a dreadful
drama," Balkany told RTL radio
on Monday.
There was no immediate
claim of responsibility for the
bombing, which was the first
against tourists in Egypt in three
years. Islamic extremists have
in the past attacked tourists in an
attempt to hurt Egypt's biggest
source of income.
Khan el-Khalili — a 650-yearold bazaar of narrow, winding
alleys — is one of the top
tourist spots in Cairo, often
crowded
with
foreigners
shopping for souvenirs, hanging

out in its cafes or visiting its
numerous mosques and Islamic
monuments

In April 2005, a suicide
bomber in the market killed
himself, two French citizens

and an American.
A second bomb was found
underanother bench in the same

cafe Sunday and was safely
detonated, Radi said.
Three people have been
detained
for
questioning,
security officials said, speaking
on condition of anonymity
because they were not authorized
to talk to the press.
Besides the French, the
wounded
included
three
Egyptians, three Saudis and
a German, the government
spokesman said.
Three of the French teenagers
remained in the intensive care
unit Monday. One had a lung
injury, another broken legs and
the third suffered a ruptured ear
drum.
Most of the French students
returned home Monday, and
10 others who suffered light
injuries were expected to follow
later in the day or Tuesday,

Balkany said.

Several experts on Islamic
militancy in Egypt said the
attack may have been carried out
in anger over Egypt's response
to Israel's offensive in the Gaza
Strip against Hamas in January
and early February.
During Israel's onslaught,
Egypt came under heavy
criticism around the Arab world
for what some saw as its failure
to help the Palestinians in Gaza.
The attack came days ahead
of an international conference
on rebuilding Gaza that Egypt
is hosting March 2 in the Sinai
resort ofSharm el-Sheik. French
President Nicolas Sarkozy is
due to attend.
Khalil al-Anani, an expert on
Islamic movements at Cairo's
Al-Ahram Center for Political
and Strategic Studies, said
Sunday's attackers were likely
small-scale militants provoked
by Gaza rather than a large
organization.

"We are now facing a new
type of terrorism, what I call an
individual type ofterrorism."
Egypt fought a long war with

culminating in a massacre of
more than 50 tourists in Luxor
in 1997.
The militants were largely
defeated, and there have been
few attacks since in the Nile
valley.
But from 2004 to 2006, a
string of bombings in Sharm

DEVLIN BARRETT

bureau data,
The teenage prostitutes found

in the investigation ranged in
WASHINGTON (AP) - The FBI has age from 13 to 17.
Meanwhile, in Memphis,
rescued more than 45 suspected
teenage prostitutes, some as Tenn., a man pleaded guilty
young as 13, in a nationwide Monday to federal civil rights
sweep to remove kids from the charges for sex trafficking in
illegal sex trade and punish their minors.
Leonard Fox faces at least 10
accused pimps.
Over a three-night initiative years in prison after admitting
called Operation Cross Country, that he arranged for underaged
federal agents working with girls to engage in sex for
local law enforcement also money.
"To sexually prey upon young
arrested more than 50 alleged
pimps, according to preliminary girls in this manner for financial
gain is particularly damaging to

the victims and an affront to the
society in which we live," said

people.
Several shopowners in Khan
el-Khalili said they now worry
that foreigners will avoid the
bazaar.
"I hope that this is phase

is like an illness, and we'll
recover," said Ahmed Magdy,
who works in a shop selling
scarves, bellydance outfits and
trinkets

Sunday's bombing is likely
little long-term impact
— but more damaging is the
world economic crisis, which
is forcing many in Egypt's
prime European markets to
stay home rather than travel
for vacation, tourism and
economic experts said.
to have

Islamist militants in the 1990s,

majority of these kids are what as well," said Morrow.
they term 'throwaway kids,'
prosecutors
Government
Loretta King, acting head of with no family support, no look to bring racketeering
the Justice Department's Civil friends." Roberts said.
charges or conspiracy charges
Rights Division.
Special Agent MelissaMorrow that can result in decades of
Historically, federal authorities of the FBI's Washington office jail time
rarely play a role in anti- said the operation has put
"Some of these networks of
prostitution crackdowns, but the them on the trail of a particular pimps and their organizations
FBI is becoming more involved 16-year-old prostitute they still are very sophisticated, they're
as it tries to rescue children haven't found.
interstate," said Roberts,
caught up in the business.
Adult prostitutes arrested requiring
and
wiretaps
"The goal is to recover kids. during the operation provided undercover sting operations to
We consider them the child key tips about the girl, the agent bring charges.
victims of prostitution," said said.
The weekend's roundup
"She is currently 16and started marked the third such
FBI Deputy Assistant Director
Daniel Roberts.
when she was 13. Now she is out Operation Cross Country.
the
vast there recruiting other juveniles
"Unfortunately,

Baghdad museum reopens after six years
SAMEER N.YAC0UB
Associated Press

intensely criticized for not
protecting the treasures at the
museum and other cultural
institutions like the national
library and the Saddam Art
Center, a museum of modern

BAGHOAD (AP) — Iraq's restored
National Museum reopened
Monday with a red-carpet gala
in the heart of Baghdad nearly Iraqi art.
When asked at the time why
six years after looters carried
away priceless antiquities as U.S. troops did not actively
American troops largely stood seek to stop the lawlessness,
by in the chaos of the city's fall then-Defense Secretary Donald
to U.S. forces.
H. Rumsfeld famously said:
The ransacking ofthe museum "Stuffhappens and it's untidy
became a symbol for critics of and freedom's untidy, and free
Washington's
-post-invasion people are free to make mistakes
strategy and its inability to and commit crimes and do bad
maintain order as Saddam things."
Others claimed the U.S. troops
Hussein's police and military
unraveled
did not have a mandate to act
But Iraq's prime minister, from Washington.
Nouri al-Maliki, chose to look
About 15,000 artifacts were
ahead.
stolen from the museum, and
He called the reopening the lead U.S. investigator said
another milestone in Baghdad's last year that trafficking in those
slow return to stability after items helped finance al-Qaida in
years of bloodshed.
Iraq as well as Shiite militias.
"It was a dark age that Iraq
Eventually,
about 8,500
passed through," the prime items were recovered in an
minister said at a dedication international effort that included
ceremony after walking down culture ministries across the
a red carpet into the museum. region,
museum
Interpol,
"This spot of civilization has curators and auction houses.
had its share of destruction."
Of the roughly 7,000 pieces
The museum — which still missing, about 40 to 50
holds artifacts from the Stone are considered to be of great
Age through the Babylonian, historical importance, according
Assyrian and Islamic periods to the U.N. cultural body
will be open to the public UNESCO.
It could have been worse. Iraqi
starting Tuesday but only for
organized tours at first, officials officials closed the museum
several weeks before the U.S.said.
"We have ended the black wind led invasion and hid some
(of violence) and have started particularly important artifacts
the reconstruction process," al- at secret locations to prevent
Maliki told hundreds of officials their theft.
and guardians of Iraq's rich
The most valuable and
cultural heritage as Iraqi soldiers unique pieces belonging to the
collection, including two small
withred berets stood guard.
Once the home of one of the winged bulls and statues from
world's leading collections of the Assyrian and Babylonian
artifacts, the museum fell victim periods more than 2,000 years
to bands of armed thieves who ago, were on display Monday.
rampaged through the capital Others remained locked away.
Abdul-Zahra al-Talqani, the
after the Americans captured
media director of Iraq's office
Baghdad inApril 2003.
It was among many institutions of tourism and archaeology
looted across Iraq, including affairs, said it was more a matter
universities, hospitals and of space than security because
cultural offices.
only eight of 23 halls have been
But the richness of the renovated.
More artifacts will be put
museum's collection
and its
importance as the caretaker of on display as other halls are
Iraq's historical identity — led opened, he said, adding that
to an outcry around the world.
museum officials were waiting
U.S. troops, the sole power for more government funding.
Initially only organized tours
in the city at the time, were

...

—

—

for students and other groups
will be allowed to enter but
the doors will eventually open
to individual visitors.
Al-Talqani said he was
confident in the security
measures taken to protect the
museum, although he declined
to be more specific.

Assyrian

wall

panels

human-headed
depicting
winged bulls connected two

halls.

Other halls contained Islamic
mosaics, a marble sun dial and
glass cases displaying silver
jewelry and daggers.
One was devoted to looted
antiquities that had been
recovered, including vases
and pottery jars, some
broken, as well as statues of
small animals, necklaces and
cylinders.
The
museum's

highly
publicized reopening comes
as the government is trying to
promote public confidence in
the drastic decline in violence
in the capital and surrounding
areas, though attacks continue
and U.S. military officials
warn that security gains

remain fragile.

Iraq's Interior Ministry
announced Monday the arrest
of a Shiite police gang accused
of killing the Sunni vice
president's sister in 2006 as
part of a string of kidnappings
and slayings.

Spokesman
Maj. Gen.
Abdul-Karim Khalaf said
the 12 people arrested were
former employees of the
ministry.
The
Interior
Ministry
has been accused of past
infiltration by Shiite militias
who carried out some of the
worst sectarian violence.
In the most recent violence,
gunmen ambushed an Iraqi
army checkpoint Monday
in western Baghdad, killing
three soldiers and wounding
eight other people, according
to police.
Also Monday, a roadside
bombing apparently targeting
a police patrol in central
Baghdad killed at least two
civilians and wounded six,
said police and hospital
officials.

NICOLE WINFIELD
Associated Press

el-Sheik and other resorts in
the Sinai Peninsula killed 120

FBI, police crack down on illegal sex trade in US locations
Associated Press

Pope declares
gene discrimination attack
on humanity
VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope
Benedict XVI said Saturday
that any type ofdiscrimination
based on genetic factors, such
as a risk for cancer or other
ailments, is an attack against
all of humanity.
Benedictpraised the scientific
progress that has enabled
researchers to diagnose genetic
illnesses and develop therapies
to treat them.

But he warned that alongside
this progress were "worrisome
displays" of discrimination
that privileged "efficiency,
perfection and physical beauty
at the expense of other forms
of existence that are deemed

unworthy."

The Vatican opposes the
screening because it often
results in the destruction of
embryos.
But Benedict also voiced

opposition to the type of
technology because "it means
that medical biotechnology
has given way to being the
judge of the strongest."
Benedict told the members
of the Pontifical Academy for
Life that any discrimination of
individuals, people or ethnic
groups on the base of real
or presumed genetic factors
"is an attack against all of
humanity."

Benedict said such ideologies

are not returning. But he said
a type .of eugenics mentality

had emerged with medical
advances to justify different
considerations of who deserves
to live.
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Economy suffering 'severe contraction'
forcing consumers to cut back stakes in them — all with the cial strains, Bernanke said.
"Nevertheless, despite these
sharply, worsening the econohopes of freeing up lending. The
my's tailspin. In turn, battered Obama administration also will favorable developments, sigcompanies lay off more people spend $75 billion to stem home nificant stresses persist in many
and cut back in other ways.
foreclosures.
markets," he said. "Notably
"To break that adverse feedThose and other bold steps most securitization markets reback loop, it is essential that we — including a soon-to-be-opmain shut... and some financial
continue to complement fiscal erational program to boost the institutions remain under presstimulus with strong governavailability of consumer loans sure."
ment action to stabilize finan- — for autos, education, credit
Although Bernanke didn't
cial institutions and financial cards and other things — should mention any financial institumarkets," Bernanke said.
over time provide relief and tions by name, Citigroup Inc.
In an effort to revive the promote an economic recovery, — the industry's troubled titan
economy, the Fed has slashed Bernanke said.
— apparently is in line for adThat program is "about to ditional government help.
a key interest rate to an all-time
low and Obama recently signed open," he told lawmakers, withSen. Bob Corker, R-Tenn.,
a $787 billion stimulus package out providing an exact date.
worried the government was
ofincreased government spendSen. Christopher Dodd, D- "creeping" toward bank nationConn., chairman of the panel, alization through a new option
ing and tax cuts.
In addition, Treasury Secand other senators suggested exannounced by the administraretary Timothy Geithner has panding that program overseen tion Monday.
The new plan allows the
revamped a controversial $700 by the Fed and Treasury, to help
government to greatly expand
billion bank bailout program squeezed local governments.
to include steps to partner with
Radical actions by the govits ownership in a bank by conthe private sector to buy rotten ernment since last fall when the verting preferred shares into
assets held by banks as well as financial crisis intensified have common shares.
expand government ownership relieved some credit and finan"It is not nationalization,"

risks to that forecast
Any economic turnaround

JEANNINE AVERSA
Associated Press

will hinge on the success ofthe
WASHINGTON (AP)
Federal Fed and the Obama administration in getting credit and finanReserve Chairman Ben Bercial markets to operate more
nanke told Congress on Tuesday the economy is suffering normally again.
"Only if that is the case, in
through a "severe contraction"
and pledged to use all available my view there is a reasonable
tools to lift the country out of prospect that the current recesthe recession that already has sion will end in 2009 and that
cost millions ofAmericans their 2010 will be a year of recovery," Bernanke said.
jobs.
Among the risks to any reto
In testimony
the Senate
Banking Committee, Bernanke covery are if economic and fisaid the economy is likely to nancial troubles in other counkeep shrinking in the first six tries turn out to be worse than
anticipated, which would hurt
months ofthis year.
U.S. exports and further agcredit
and
financial
Housing,
crises — the worst since the gravate already shaky financial
1930s — plunged the economy conditions in the United States.
Another concern is that the
into its worst slide in a quarterFed and other Washington policentury at the end oflast year.
cymakers won't be able to break
Bernanke hoped that the cura vicious cycle where disaprent recession will end this year,
but said there were significant pearing jobs, tanking home values and shrinking nest eggs are

—

Tuesday's fat despite tight wallets
,

— without a crown. That,
she joked, had to be sold for
cash because ofthe hard times.
Her husband lost his job.
"I still have my torch,
though," she said, and Carnival was one luxury the family
could afford. "This is the greaterty

MARY FOSTER
Associated Press

—

NEW ORLEANS (AP) The economic downturn couldn't over-

shadow the Mardi Gras revelry
Tuesday as partiers jostled for
beads on parade routes and the
French Quarter swelled with
boozy fun and masked crowds.
Many revelers turned the
tables on the recession, dressing in costumes riffing on bailouts, the stimulus package and
busted budgets.
Suzanne
a
Gravener,
5 9-year-old New Orleans teacher, dressed as the Statue ofLib-

est free show on earth."

The day started with clarinetistPete Fountain leading his
Half-Fast Walking Club into
the streets, marking the unofficial opening ofMardi Gras, or

Fat Tuesday.
By
dawn,

spectators
crammed parade routes and
costumed revelers mingled

with all-night partiers
The first parade of the day
was Zulu, the traditional African-American parade, followed
by Rex, the king of Carnival,

Mayor Ray Nagin rode on Before Katrina, Fat Tuesday
horseback dressed as what he typically brought in about
called a "recovery gladiator" in 1 million people.
"I just keep calling my
honor of the city's rebuilding
from HurricaneKatrina.
friends at work and telling them
and hundreds oftruck floats.
Katrina was on the mind of whatthey're missing," said Bud
At 4 a.m., Zulu members got Cherry Gilbert, a 42-year-old Weaver, 31, of Philadelphia.
into costume, which for them Seattle bus driver who helped "It's 40 degrees colder there
means blackface, huge afro organize a reunion for about and none ofthem had beer for
80 family members, many dis- breakfast."
wigs and grass skirts.
"Oh, my God, if my famplaced by the 2005 storm.
Mardi Gras ended at mid"This is the first time since night. In heavily Catholic New
ily could see me now, the only
good news is that they wouldn't Katrina we've all gathered here Orleans, many revelers will be
and it's a beautiful thing," Gil- in church today to have ashes
recognize me," said Zulu member John Rice after his face was bert said.
daubed on their foreheads as
painted. "This is the only city i Despite the economy, tourthey begin 40 days of prayer,
in the world where you can get ism officials hope to match last penitence and self-denial leadyear's crowd ofabout 750,000. ing up to Easter.
away with this."

Consumer confidence drops to new low in February
ANNE D'INNOCENZIO
Associated Press

down slightly in January, plum-

ter, said in a statement,

meted more than 12 points in
Franco added that the report
February to 25, from the revised showed worries about inflaNEW YORK (AP) — Americans' 37.4 last month. That was well tion, which had eased over the
already battered confidence in below the 35.5 level that econ- past several months, picked up.
the economy went into free fall omists surveyed by Thomson Economists carefully monitor consumer confidence since
in February, sinking to new lows Reuters expected.
consumer spending accounts
index,
The
which
had
hovas consumers grow more fearful over massive job cuts and ered in the high 30s over the for more than two-thirds of ecopast few months, broke new nomic activity.
shrinking retirement accounts.
Signs of a further collapse
Fresh economic news out lows since it began in 1967. A
in consumer confidence is bad
Tuesday likely will compound year ago, the consumer confidence reading stood at 76.4.
news for the economy and
their gloom.
index,
stores, whose success hinges on
The
Present
Situation
Major retailers including
Target Corp., Home Depot and which is consumers' assessment them being in the mood to spend.
Macy's Inc. reported depressed of current economic conditions, Economists already feared that
fourth-quarter results. Another fell to 21.2 from 29.7 last month. shoppers' moods likely will
widely watched index showed The Expectations' Index, which remain battered throughout
home prices tumbled by the is consumers' outlook over the most of the year as employers
sharpest annual rate on record next six months, sank to 27.5 continue to slash jobs at a torrid pace. But the latest report
and Federal Reserve Chairman from 42.5.
"Looking ahead, increasing shows confidence may not have
Ben Bernanke said the economy
hit bottom.
is suffering through a "severe concerns about business conditions,
and
On Monday alone, troubled
employment
earnings
contraction" that's likely to
keep shrinking in the first half have further sapped confidence flash memory maker Spansion
and driven expectations to their Inc. said it will cut its global
ofthis year.
lowest level ever," Lynn Fran- work force by 35 percent, afThe New York-based Conco, director of The Conference fecting about 3,000 employees,
ference Board said its Consumer Confidence Index, which was Board Consumer Research Cen- mostly at manufacturing sites.

And computer

chip maker
Micron Technology Inc. announced it will slash as many
as 2,000 workers by the end of
August and phase out certain
manufacturing operations at
its Boise, Idaho facility.
Consumers also are nervous
about still-sinking home prices, and the latest report from
the Standard & Poor's/CaseShiller U.S. National Home
Price Index, showed conditions deteriorating further.
The national index plunged
18.2 percent duringthe quarter
from the year-ago period, the
largest drop in its 21-year history. Prices are now at levels
not seen since the third quarter of 2003. In the month of
December, the Case-Shiller
20-city index plunged 18.5
percent from December 2007
levels, while the 10-city index
dropped 19.2 percent.
Still, Bernanke said he
hoped the current recession
will end this year. But there are
significantrisks to thatforecast
and any economic turnaround
would hinge on the success of
the Fed and the Obama administration in getting credit and
financial markets to operate

more normally again,
On Wall Street, stocks rose.
The Dow Jones industrial av-

erage added more than 170
points in afternoon trading,
while the Standard & Poor's
500 index and the Nasdaq
composite index also gained.
The advance came a day after
another sharp drop in stocks
left the Dow Jones and the
S&P 500 near 12-year lows.
Economists had hoped the
passage of the $787 billion
economic stimulus plan would
help lift confidence. But investors, wary about the plan's
impact, have pushed stocks
lower. And while the government has said it doesn't want
to nationalize banks, many investors are worried about the
possibility as banks continue
to suffer severe losses.

Job security is a major factor behind shoppers' ability
and willingness to spend. In
fact, the U.S. unemployment
rate — 7.6 percent, the highest
in more than 16 years — is expected hit 9 percent this year,
according to the latest outlook
from forecasters in a survey by
the National Association for
Business Economics.

Home prices continue to fall
J.W.ELPHINSTONE
Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP)

To find out if you qualify, call Sgt. 1st Class Crosby, 336-854-8580
© 2008. Paid for by the United States Army. All rights reserved.
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Home

prices tumbled by the steepest annual rate onrecord in the
fourth quarter, two housing
indexes showed Tuesday, and
the pace of decline continued
to gainspeed in all but a handful ofbattered cities.
The farther prices fall, the
fewer homeowners may be
able to qualify for President
Obama's mortgage reliefplan.
Last week, the president estimated up to 5 million borrowers in good standing who don't
owe more than 105 percent of
their home's current value
would be able to refinance into
a lower interest-rate loan.
Though details of the plan
won't be released until March
4, almost 14 million hom-

eowners are already under
water, according to Moody's
Economy.com, meaning they
owe more on their mortgages
than theirhomes are worth.
Nationally, home prices
have receded to 2003-levels,
and half of the metro areas in
the 20-city Case-Shiller Home
Price Index have lost more
than 20 percent oftheir values
from their peaks in 2006, including Las Vegas and Miami.
"If they don't get (the plan)
into place very soon, it will be
out of our reach to help these
people," said Mark Zandi,
chief economist for Moody's
Economy.com.

Consumer confidence index sank as job cuts, shrinking retirement accounts and
plunging home prices fueled
fears, the Conference Board
said Tuesday.

Bernanke said

Looking ahead, Corker was
skeptical about the effectiveness
of bank-rescue efforts saying
he saw a continuation of "sort
of dead-man walking, zombie
bank."
When pressed about how
much more money the government might need to shore up
the nation's troubled banks,
Bernanke didn't give a figure
and said it would depend on the
health of banks, how the economy evolves and the margin of
safety that regulators believe is
needed.
' Critics worry the Fed's actions have the potential to put
ever-more taxpayers' dollars
at risk and encourage "moral
hazard," where companies feel
more comfortable making highstakes gambles because the government will rescue them.

$78.4 mil

owed to
Alabama
BOB JOHNSON

Associated Press
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) — Jurors ordered the German-based
pharmaceutical company Sandoz Inc. on Tuesday to pay Alabama $78.4 million for causing
the state Medicaid program to
pay too much for prescription
drugs from 1991 to 2005.
The jury ordered Sandoz, a
subsidiary of Novartis AG, to
pay $28.4 million to compensate that Medicaid program for
its losses and another $50 million in punitive damages. Jurors
took about four hours over two
days to return a verdict.
"We had a very strong case
and we are satisfied," said attorney Jere Beasley, who represented the state in a trial lasting
little more thantwo weeks.
Sandoz attorney Tavor Novak said the company would

appeal.

Sandoz, which is based in
Holzkirchen, Germany and has
U.S. headquarters in Princeton,
N.J., is one of more than 70
prescription drug makers sued
by Alabama Attorney General
Troy King in 2005 over Medicaid drug prices dating to 1991.
This is the third time a jury in
Alabama hasruled against pharmaceutical companies in lawsuits brought by King.
A year ago, an Alabama jury
ordered the U.S. subsidiary of
U.K. drug maker AstraZeneca
to pay the state $215 million —
$40 million in compensatory
damages and $175 million in
punitive damages. But Circuit
Judge Charles Price reduced the
combined amount to $160 million.
In July, another Montgomery

County juryfound GlaxoSmithKline liable for nearly $81 million in compensatory damages
and Novartis liable for about
$33 million in similar damages. No punitive damages were
awarded.
"This sends a message that
if you come into this state and
steal from the neediest among
us you are going to expect you
are going to be held accountable. It doesn't matter how big
you are," King said after being
told ofthe verdict.
AstraZeneca, GlaxoSmithKline and Novartis have appealed their cases to the Alabama Supreme Court. The state
has settled 10 ofthe lawsuits for
nearly $35 million.
The state had asked for $28.4
million in compensatory damages, but Beasley had asked jurors
to return up to five times that
amount in punitive damages.
In closing arguments Monday, Beasley told jurors that
Sandoz was arrogant in the way
itreported drug prices and noted
a company memo had said: "Go
forward and take the position of
a Roman legion, be greedy and
take no prisoners."
Novak told jurors that the
company reported accurate
prices.
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We have to do better: part 3-business
In our endeavors to become
better as a people, it is a necessity that we change our outlook
on business ownership and
land ownership, to increase the
wealth of the black community.
We need jobs, so we must create
these jobs in our neighborhoods,
so that the "street enterprises"
can change into taxed jobs that
in turn will bring money back to
our communities.

Before the civil rights move-

ment, there was a need for

black owned businesses because black people had to have
a place they could go. In many
places coloreds were segregated
from whites and had designated
areas where they could eat, use
restrooms, and drink from fountains, sit and more.
After laws were passed that
forced segregation, it seems that
blacks stopped going to their
own businesses in favor of the
white owned establishments.
What happened to make us
not want from our own ethnic
group? We have become dependent on another ethnic group for

our products
and employment.

MARVIN

ELIJAH

When this
was
nation
by law segregated it seems
thatblacks had
more for their
selves
and
were
fighting so that it

couldn't be taken away.
Now it is more difficult for the
majority ethnic group or "The
Man" to take what is ours but
we have given up the pride in
ownership, so now he doesn't
have to.
When our communities provided for our needs through
black businesses, we destroyed
them. Although much ofthis destruction took place in the wake
of confused, sad, and angry
hearts, after the deaths of leaders like Malcolm X followed by

Dr. King.
Change was the message ofthe
time as itis now with very simi-

lar situations facing the nation,

a war with no reason and no end
in sight, economic instability,
and racial tension. Undoubtedly black people felt emotional
distress after the losses ofindividuals who worked tirelessly
on their behalf.
I think that is just cause to
rebel, but not to destroy what
was ours. One should not strike
his brother when his neighbor is
the one who has wronged him,
with that said we were wrong
for the destruction of our neighborhoods but the anger is justifiable.
The results of these riots are
noticeable in cities like Newark,
N. J., Detroit, Mich, and Washington, D.C. In places like these
where riots occurred, between
1960 and '70 the median black
income dropped 9 percent.
Also between 1960 and '80
male employment dropped 4
to 7 percent in cities with rioting. In cities with severe riots,
the value ofblack-owned homes
dropped 14 percent to 20 percent from 1960 to 1970.
These decreasing property

tion and we reportedly make up rights to that land. This has hapvalues, lower wages and unemployment partially attributed to approximately 17 percent ofthe pened in Africa, Asia, and in the
America's.
the current living conditions of GDP.
For black people, my people,
Now I'm not saying to get your
the "black cities," but the lack
of black businesses in black especially these numbers have gun, go out and shoot someone
communities also has some afto improve so that we can see and say that the property is now
yours, a crazy person would do
fect on how the areas look. This an enhancement in our communities. It is very much possible that. However to purchase land
is because state taxes are redistributed to public works and to change the crack house into a for our businesses and for our
the more business you have the candy store and the whore house living areas is sensible.
more money you generate, thus into a diner but we have to make
Land is important to people
because it gives us a place to
more power to say where the leaps towards this goal.
money is to be spent.
Land ownership has played a belong to. People hold ties to
According to the US Census very important role in western land because it is where they
Bureau black people make up thought and expansion. The live, perform religious and cul12.8 percent of the population idea of land ownership is typi- tural ceremonies and bury their
in America but we only make cally a western idea, in many dead. It too serves as a status of
up 5.2 percent ofthe owners of cultures land is distributed out power for whoever controls the
firms.
to the community or is thought land can basically control what
Our numbers aren't looking to of as being provided for us to is placed on that land.
If black people begin investwell considering that our Asian live on by God but is not ours to
brother's make up 4.4 percent own. After all our progeny die ing in black communities corof the population yet retain 4.8 and nothing remains of us the rectly the results will be posipercent ofthe businesses in this land will remain so it can't truly tive in terms of revenue and if
the environment is structured
nation, and it is similar for His- be owned.
This however has not stopped properly the individuals coming
panics in America who make up
Europeans from going places from these areas will be assets
14.8 percent ofthe total populations and supply 6.8 percent of and slaughtering people to acto their neighborhoods. These
the nation's business.
quire lands or tricking peoples people will provide to the future
into giving up the lands they sustenance of the community
Together we equate to 32 percent ofthe population ofthe nalived on or giving away the and the lands will prosper.

Spend money on an
experience not a product

Have we become lazy?
Aggie Pride is dead, the
campus needs rehab, and A&T
is wack. I have heard these complaints since last year, but what
changes have we seen?
I feel like we have had some
great vision come through aggieland, but only a few come to
pass. I hear so many complaints,
but I only see a handful ofpeople trying to change them and it
makes me wonder. Have we become lazy in our vision?
This past weekend at the
Winston-Salem State game, we
simply asked students to wear
gold for unity and aggie pride,
but at the game I found the usual
fashion show instead of a sea of
gold. When we stormed some of
the residence halls asking people to wear gold, we received a
couple of commitments but the
majority said, "Sorry, I already
have my outfit picked out."
Why is campus so corny?
Maybe it is because everyone
is out to get their own. Some
of us are trying to be popular,
some trying to feel accepted,
and some of us are so busy "doing me" that we are failing the
entire vision ofbeing an Aggie.
If we were not too wrapped up
in ourselves, we might actually
care about what the campus is
doing for us.
We would know where our
money is going, and our priority would be to create an atmo-

We can protest about not
having tickets for a basketball
game, but we can't protest for
more weekend activities for students on campus?
We all want the glory and
fame, but none of us wants to be
the armies of workers who make
it happen. We should know by
now that we cannot rely on one
ASHLEY
person to make changes for us.
REID
Back in the day our ancesing the students.
The tors protested for human rights
students would run the campus knowing that their fate lay either in jailor in a noose, but they
again.
My freshman year made me persisted fearlessly for a vision
so proud to be an Aggie. No they had faith in. How many of
matter who you were, you were us are that dedicated to a vision?
greeted and treatedlike family. I Not many, because we think one
walked around knowing that if of fighting will make a vision
anyone ever tried to cross me, I come to past the next day.
would have Aggies to back me
We love to complain, but not
up. That is not the case anymany of us are walking in faith
more.
for our visions. If we took things
Losing Dennis Hayle was a little more seriously, we would
very hard for the campus to deal come offthat high from the drug
with this semester. Marches laziness, and we wouldn't need
took place afterwards protesting rehab anymore.
We have to take charge ofthe
violence, but campus has gotten quiet again with many ofus campus so we can show incomsimply shaking our heads saying ing freshmen how to expand and
how sad itis. I think itis horrible continue the vision ofcreating a
that it always takes a tragedy to powerful community ofleaders,
bring us together, but it is even followers, entrepreneurs, activworse that the efforts to stop ist, inventors and more.
violence only last for two weeks
No one is going to take
afterwards. How about making charge of our vision for us, and
community watches among us rehab is getting pretty old. How
Aggies? Oh sorry, that doesn't about we stop being fiends oflafit in your schedule huh?
ziness and get high off ofpride.

sphere where
Aggies feel as
though they
are a part ofa
family.
All of our
student leaders
would actually listen and
make moves
towards pleas-

an
having
If someone had to write a
book about your life, would
experience,
it be adventurous? Or would
consumerism
doesn't
it be so boring that the high
lights of your life would
Traveling
be buying your first pair of
for me is one
Jordan's. If your life story
of the best
consists of just buying new
experiences
things then you're simply
you can have.
not living. You should spend AASIYA
Experiencing
a new culyour money on an experience rather then a product. T0WNSELL
trying
ture,
new
things,
Why? An experience can be
life fulfilling and a product is something you will always
leaves you wanting more, or cherish. When I would hear the
without a care.
excuse I simply can't afford
Shoes, bags, a new shirt, to travel, I laugh because the
rims, silver bracelets are all little thing called save, actually
nice things to have but they works.
don't satisfy the human soul.
Unfortunately, most people I
Products get old and upknow are too blind to see that
grades come out almost every there is nothing wrong with livmonth. The out-dated proding life as an explorer. And, if
ucts leave you feeling empty they can see that lifestyle they
inside to the point where you are too afraid and or clueless on
how to do it.
want to buy something new.
I would walk around and
Traveling is just the basics,
see girls on campus carrying and once you have that down,
Louis Vuitton bags, wear- you can find little adventures in
ing designer shoes, Tiffany your own backyard. But first, it
bracelets, Coach everything takes courage and an open mind
and I would think; what a to break free from the conwaste of money. All that sumerism lifestyle, unless consumerism is what you acquire
money that was used for consumer purposes could have your happiness. However, Life
been a plane ticket to a dif- should be filled with adventure
ferent country or a payment and wonderful stories that you
can tell your friends and family.
for a community service organization. Living requires Tomorrow is never promised

so while you're still alive, you

should live. People are living
each day on repeat, waiting for
their next pay check so they can
buy more things.
But, the adventure starts with
you, the living part of your life
starts with you. Don't get me
wrong, there are other things
you can experience; sky diving,
rock climbing, backpacking are
all things that are wonderful experiences that everyone should
take advantage of.
Right now you should take the
time to ask yourself, where have
I been in the past five years? If
there's nothing that sticks out
in your mind that you can remember, for the past five years
of your life you have been alive,
but you weren't living.

People should break away
from only knowing how to buy
and should be more focus on
how to live. You should go sign
up for a foreign language class,
or pottery class, join a community team, or see a play. Those are
all life experiences that you can
invest in and that will always be
a part of your development as a
human being. Products do not
feed the soul, only the ego.
With products you'll always
be left with feeling empty, and
there's no warranty that can
cover that.
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He fell down, but he got up
After foiling under the criticism of'not being good enough', Julian McClurkin stoodback up when it counted
DANIEL HENDERSON
Sports Editor

Winston Salem State Rams, the
team won seven out of their
last nine games including that
game
That was also McClurkin's
season high 8 points, including
two jaw dropping dunk over
Ram defenders that erupted
Lawrence Joel Coliseum in his
breakout game.
"I saw a lane to the goal,
sprinted, and just went up," he
said. "Plays like that bring an
extra boost of energy to your

In sports, adversity is a common condition among athletes.
The ability to overcome adversity can lead to success or defeat.
Athletes use many sources to
aid in resilience, and for A&T

basketball player Julian McClurkin it has been his faith
that has helped him conquer the
rocky roads to triumph throughout his basketball career.

teammates

Aggies

"I didn't make an organized
basketball team until my junior

year in high school," said McClurkin.

"Every year I got cut. Seventh grade, eighth grade, ninth
grade, tenth grade, and I was
just about to give up. And then
I hit a growth-spurt."
That

growth-spurt became

a blessing in disguise for the
fifth-year senior who ended up

playing varsity basketball in his
senior high school season averaging 8 points, 6 rebounds and
4 assists.
His efforts eventually landed
him at Tiffin University, a Division II college in Tiffin, Ohio,
and soon other trials would be-

gin.

The coach that recruited the
now 6-8 forward left the university two years later leaving
him on his own to unfamiliar
coaches that resulted in decreased playing time.
"After my coach quit, I figured if I was going to sit the
bench it was going to be somewhere I wanted to be," said the

22-year older.

JULIANMCCLURKIN greets Athletic DirectorWheeler Brown before Monday's action. McClurkin earned a top 10 higlight on ESPN last week for a dunk.

"I didn't want to be miserable
so I took a chance coming, to

player Steven Rush, who pro-

senior.

vided a voice in helping him

This reference to his religion

North Carolina A&T."
And the risk has proven itself
worthy although McClurkin
patiently had to wait his turn
putting on a blue and gold uniform.
In his first year at the University, the Columbus, Ohio native

gain a roster spot.
"He wanted me on the team
big time and sometimes campaigned me more than the
coaches," said McClurkin.
Now in his second year as a
first-year senior, McClurkin
has become a starter on the
team, and vital component in
the Aggie quest for a MEAC

is familiar to McClurkin's
teammates who know that his
door is always open for inspira-

sat out

from basketball due to

NCAA transfer regulations, but
sacrificed his time as a manger
for the team.
"My year sitting out I got up
every morning at six o'clock
and worked out," he said.
He often kept in close contact
with former Aggie Stand-out

.

Championship.
But even McClurkin never
saw this coming to past three
years ago.

"

I never thought it was pos-

siblebut through God all things
are possible," said the fifth-year

tion on and off the court.
And not only doeshe share his
spiritual advice with teammates,
he is also the leader of Church
of the Living God (CLGI), a
campus ministry that has Bible
study every Wednesday at 7:30
p.m. where he speaks weekly
with students on campus.
There may be something in
McClurkin's devotion.
Ever since the team appointed him to the lead the Lord's
Prayer before the games against

head coach

Jerry

Eaves praised McClurkin's
athleticism after that game referring to him as "the most athletic player in conference," and
three weeks later McClurkin
confirmed his words with another thundering dunk against
Delaware State that landed
number seven on ESPN's top
ten plays after last week's game
that was televised on ESPNU.
"Before the game I told my
teammates I was getting a top
ten plays," said McClurkin.
"The Holy Spirit says name it
and claim it and I gave God all
the glory."
As long as he continues the
electrifying dunks, the more
momentum he can bring to his

second place Aggies heading
into the postseason.

In McClurkin's eyes, it's the
same incentive that got him to
where he is in his basketball career today that's going to help
move them forward.
"My motivation to keep doing
what I'm doing is Jesus Christ,"
he said. "That's my motivation
in everything."

AGGIES
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
TEAM
North Carolina A&T

MEAC

OVR.

Coppin State
Delaware State
MD Eastern Shore
Hampton
Morgan State

Florida A&M
Howard
South Carolina State
Bethune-Cookman
Norfolk State
THIS WEEK'S GAMES
Saturday
vs. Howard
Corbett Sports Center
2 p.m.
Monday
vs. Hampton
Corbett Sports Center

6 p.m.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
TEAM

MEAC

OVR

Morgan State
North Carolina A&T
Bethune Cookman
South Carolina State
Coppin State

Howard
Hampton

Florida A&M
Norfolk State
Delaware
MD Eastern Shore
THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
Saturday
vs. Howard
Corbett Sports Center

4 p.m.
Monday
vs. Hampton
Corbett Sports Center
8 p.m.

SOFTBALL
NORTHERN DIVISION
TEAM

MEAC

Delaware
MD-Eastern Shore
Howard
Morgan State
Hampton
Coppin State

0-0
0-C

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

SOUTHERN DIVISION

Register

ulates

Aggie Men roll in seventh straight victory

TEAM

MEAC

North Carolina A&T
Bethune-Cookman
Norfolk State
Florida A&M
South Carolina State
Winston-Salem State

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

OVR.

4-4
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
Feb. 27- March 1
NC A&T Invitational
Aggie Softball Complex
Greensboro, NC

-Chief,
g A&T's

BASEBALL

relay

TEAM
Delaware State
Norfolk State
Florida A&M
Coppin State
Bethune-Cookman
MD Eastern Shore
North Carolina A&T

record!

MEAC

THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
Wednesday
Winthrop
Rock Hill, NC

4 p.m.

Saturday
Savannah State
Savannah, GA
noon

PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL • THE REGISTER
ROBERT JOHNSON averaged 11.5 p.p.g. and 5 r.p.g. in this past week's games. He along with four other Aggies are averaging double figures in scoring.

DANIEL HENDERSON
Sports Editor
The Aggie men basketball
one of the most balanced attacks in the conference
and that proved to be more effective Monday night in their
92-85 victory over South Carolina State.
The win gave A&T (15-13,
8-5) sole possession of second place in the MEAC and a
chance to earn at least a share of
the conference title if winning
out and first place Morgan State
loses its remaining two games.
South Carolina State dropped
one game behind A&T, and had
no answer for the versatility of
A&T.
The Aggies were led by Ed
Jones 25 career high points, and
shot as a team 72 percent from
the field in the second half.
"We shot 22 3-pointers in the
team has

first half," said Eaves. "That
was a kiss of death. There was
no way we could win this game
shooting from the perimeter. We
started to attack the paint. Ed
Jones played well all night. If it
not for him in the first half, we
probably score 10 points."
But the one man's game would
last only a half with junior guard
Tavarus Alston chipping in 17
point and six assists, Robert
Johnson contributing 16 off the

bench, and senior Nicholas Wil-

son scoring 11 as a starter.
The Aggies slow start consisted of shooting a low 34 percent
from the field in the first half,
while being out-rebounded 2918 with a 4-8 assist-to-turnover
ratio.
By the second half, they quadrupled their amount of assists
finishing the game with 16 and
committed just four more turnovers
They went on a 15-0 run just
over the 9:00 minute mark that
was eventually broken by the
Bulldogs leading scorer Jason

Flagler's jumper.
"I give my team credit for
bouncing back in the second

half," said Eaves, whose team
trailed 38-34 at the half. "The
Winston-Salem State game
takes so much out of my team
because my players get on such
a high for that game, it's hard
to sustain ourselves for the next
game. (The Bulldogs) are so
physical in the paint that when
you're not 100 percent with it,
they're a tough team to play."
Luckily, the Aggies were 100
percent and will have to defeat
Howard and Hampton this up-

coming week at Corbett along
with a road visit to Norfolk State
to head into the tournament as
the number two seed.
Saturday's action was much of
the same, with the Aggies depth

taking a toll on Winston-Salem
State in their 68-61 win.
Four players scored nine or
more points as the Aggies were

led by Tavarus Alston's 15
points all in the second half.
Alston got into early foul trouble and played just over a min-

Sunday
Savannah State
Savannah, GA

1 p.m.

Monday
N.C. State
Raleigh, NC

3 p.m.

Tuesday
Appalachian State
War Memorial Stadium

3 p.m.

ute in the first half.

With their starting point guard

on the bench, the blue and gold
struggled getting their offense
into a rhythm, but still main-

tained to head into halftime only
trailing by five.
This seemed to not have

phased Eaves.
"I wasn't really worried," said
N.C. A&T head coach Jerry
Eaves. "We're a team. I have no
idea who is going to be our leading scorer game in and game
out. I don't even think about it
anymore. I knew in the second
half he would have energy and
his legs would be fresh."
With a refreshed Alston on

the floor, the Aggies still trailed
for the majority of the second
half before assuming a 14-4 run
capped by a Coleman dunk on
a no-look Alston pass with 2:35
to play.
I had the advantage because
I didn't play, said Alston after
Saturday's game about his sitting out. "I was just waiting for
the opportunity to get out there.
A&T will return to action Saturday at 6 p.m.

SPORTS
NBA
NEWYORK— Stephon Marbury
was waived Tuesday by the
New York Knicks, ending a
turbulent five-year stint in
which the former All-Star
couldn't lead his hometown
team to a single playoff
victory. The team released
a statement saying an agreement between the Knicks and
Marbury had been reached,
but did not disclose financial
terms.

SWIMMING
CHARLOTTE, NC— Michael
Phelps will swim in a meet in
Charlotte in May, ending his
three-month suspension for
being photographed inhaling
from a marijuana pipe.
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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umm Runway turns corporate
BRIGITTE LASTER
Contributor

MadeaTops
Box Office
Tyler Perry's latest movie
"Madea Goes To Jail"
soared to the #1 spot this
weekend, grossing more
than $41 million. It
became his highestgrossing film to date,
passing "Diary of a Mad
Black Woman" in 2005.
-L.L

feat Justin
Timberlake
t.I

"Dead and Gone"
Maybe it is for publicity for his show on MTV, or
maybe he is really changing for the better, but his
collaboration with JT on
this mellow tune brings
the message that change
really is needed
-L.L

'Blame It"

Like it or not, fashion is
everywhere. Whether you get
fresh, stay fly, or watch out
for the trendiest new gear, you
know whatyou like and exactly
when you want to wear it. But
what if you had an interview?
Would you consider wearing
what you normally wear to
the club? Or what if you
were interested in attending a
Ball on campus? Would it be
acceptable to wear sneakers or
jeans? Of course we know the
answers are no; but what is the
real appropriate dress code?
On Wednesday, February 18th
2009, the senior class continued
their Spring Career Fair by
presenting A&T's campus with
Turn My Swag On: A Business
Fashion Expose. The event
was held in Exhibit Hall in the
Memorial Student Union from
7:30 until 9pm.
Hosted by Mr. Zed Tally
of the Office of Career
Services and preformed by
Productions
Couture
and
Verge Modeling Troupe, the
fashion Expo's sole purpose
was to "Enlighten students on
proper attire in a professional
workplace." In detail,"Turn My
Swag On" educated students on
"what to wear and what not to
wear in a business atmosphere"
according to Ashleigh Odom,
the senior class Treasurer. "It's
the year ofchange and theraise
ofstandards. This event should
help students know what to
wear to job interviews so that
they can seal the deal."
The first occasion Mr. Talley
introduced
was Business
Professional. He explained,
"When you have to go into
professionalenvironments there
are guidelines that need to be
followed." A clean-cut shape-

The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
on this week in arts
and entertainment.

PHOTO BYKENNETH HAWKINS -THE A&TREGISTER
SENIOR CLASS hosted theTurn My Swag On: A Business Fashion Expose as a continuation of their Spring Career Fair events. The show was held in the
Exhibit Hall in the Memorial Student Union andfeatured Aggies strutting downtherunway in business attire.

up and manicure is a perfect
touch for fellas, while a French
manicure or natural colored
nails and hair is acceptable for
females. Hair must be out of
your face with the least amount
of make-up keeping the look
natural.

One thing most females
might not have known is that
pants suits should be avoided.
Try skirts or dresses with skin
tone stockings. The suit colors
allowed for both sexes to wear
are black, grey, and blue. Male
button-up shirt can be white or

light blue and female blouses
can be white or pastel.
In the other sections the dress
code is more of less the same.
The Business Casual wardrobe
depends on the company,
environment, and occasion.
Sweaters, jackets, and slacks
can be worn by men as well as
women. If you attend cocktail
hour, Mr. Talley warned that
"drinks are off limits." The
expected costume is business
casual. Ladies try to wear
studded earrings. You can
never go wrong with a simple

string of pearls. Lastly, at a
business dinner, you can wear
exactly what you would wear
to a business professional
occasion frankly because a
meeting can possibly occur.
Turn My Swag On: A
Business Fashion Expose was
an informative event everybody
should have attended. With
the help of our own models
of Couture Productions and
Verge Modeling Troupe, the
senior class taught the campus
something else we should learn
during a career fair.

Want to see a movie or read a book?
Want to write a review?
The A&T Register holds meetings
every Wednesday at 5:30 p.m.

This song is a-a-a-a-aagravating! It was great
the first 1,000 times I
heard it, and I am a diehard fan of Jamie's, but I
am a little tired of the TPain synthesized voice.
-L.L

WATCHMEN is a superhero
film that hits theaters on
Friday. It is directed by Zack
Snyder and based on the
1986 comic book limited series by Alan Moore and Dave
Gibbons. The film stars stars
Patrick Wilson, Jackie Earle
Haley, and Malin Akerman
and follows a group of former
vigilantes.
-L.L

MY WIFE & KIDS the complete 1st season is now on
DVD. The series is being released by Lionsgate Home Entertainment and stars Damon
Wayans and Tisha CampbellMartin. The show ran from
March 2001 until May 2005
and made 5 seasons. It can
be seen in syndication on ABC
Family.

- L.L

'Cold Running Creek'author visits campus
MARCUS THOMPSON
Register Reporter

For years, the Alpha Lambda Delta
National Freshman Honor Society and
the College of Arts and Sciences have
held their annual colloquium series, but
this year was the first for the Text-InCommunity program to have the author
personally present at A&T.
Author Zelda Lockhart visited A&T
on Thursday, Feb. 19 to speak about her
novel, Cold Running Creek, which was
also awarded a 2008 HonorFiction Award
from the Black Caucus ofthe American
Library Association. Lockhart's story
centers on the livelihood and struggles
ofthree generations of women ofNative
American and African American descent
during the Civil War era.
During the program, Lockhart presented
the audience with a summary of the plot
of Cold Running Creek, as well as a
brief excerpt from the book. Lockhart
explained the concept of "internal
freedom" and "external freedom" as it
related to the general theme ofthe main
characters' individual struggles."If you
know who you are, you can find your
place in this world," Lockhart said ofthe
majortheme in her story.
Following the author's presentation,
the floor was open to panel discussion
and comments and questions from the
audience. The selected panel for the

Shami Chimonyo, a sophomore political
science major and the vice president
of Alpha Lambda Delta, said she was
pleased withthe turnout and the outcome
ofthe event.
"We just put this program on to give
students the opportunity to talk to
an author of the Text-In-Community
program," said Chimonyo. "We just
wanted people to have the opportunity
to come and interject, and have some
wonderful discussion. I'm honored
actually just to have the opportunity to be
in the presence of such a great author."
Williamson,
regional
Sandrea
representative and advisor of the A&T
Chapter ofAlpha Lambda Delta, said she
loved the book itself and she was also
pleased with the success ofthe program.
"I am so thrilled that so many freshmen
had the chance to read this book," said
Williamson. "It helped to get them early
on in their careers used to the idea of
intellectually exploring something with
another group of scholars, I really liked
the idea and this was a perfect way to do

discussion was comprised of students
and faculty members, including
Assistant Professor Valerie Nieman and that."
Williamson stated that Lockhart had
Bryon Turman from the Department of
English, and Dr. Claude Barnes from previously visited A&T for the summer
the Department of Political Science Text-In-Community program in August
and Criminal Justice. Although the topresent ColdRunning Creek. Lockhart
colloquium series is aimed specifically said she was so pleased withthe students
toward the incoming freshmen, the and environment at A&T that she wanted
audience was filled with upperclassmen, to come back, so she returned to the
other staff and faculty members, and university for the Spring semester as she
people from the community as well.

said she would. Lockhart also expressed
her enjoyment of the program and the
participant's appreciation for her work.
"I think that the instructor, the
administrators and the students all
showed such a depth of understanding of
the book, and even those who hadn'tread
the book, a willingness to think beyond
our everyday lives and think toward the
past and what we have been through as a
country withthe institution ofslaveryand
also think toward thefuture ofhow we're
going to do things differently,"Lockhart
said. "I love coming to North Carolina
A&T. It's just such a welcoming place,
it's justa wonderful feeling."
Dr. Nita Dewberry, associate
dean ofthe College ofArts and Sciences
and chair ofthe colloquium series, said
she feels that the program is the perfect
way for students to gain an in-depth
understanding ofliterature.
"We hope that we can continue to have
that connection with authors and those
associated with our Text-In-Community
each year and grow so that our audience
can grow each year," Dr. Dewberry said.
Williamson announced that next year
the honor society is planning to have the
colloquium based on the autobiography
of Malcolm X. Williamson stated that
Alpha Lambda Delta is planning to
invite one of Malcolm X's daughters to
the program to represent the deceased
Civil Rights leader.

1. Did you watch the Oscars on Sunday? 2. Does Beyonce' think that she has to perform at EVERY function? 3. Was

Inaugauration not enough for her? 4„She was lip-synching, wasn't she? 5. Did you think that Taraji R Henson got robbed? 6. Why
do people go to the gym 1 week before Spring Break and expect results? 7. Where was all of this ambition when you were eating
Krispy Kreme doughnuts? 8, Why do teachers give homework during Spring Break? 9. Would they enjoy grading papers on their
vacation? 10, How many people went to the mall right before the Winston-Salem game on Saturday? 11. How do you feel about
Chancellor Battle's resignation? 12. Is that a PR answer or is it something else? 13. Didn't we just get him last year or the year
before? 14„ How come we have had three chancellors in the last four years? 15. Did you know that the Men's basketball team is #2
now? 16. Shouldn't Amber Bland be MEAC MVP by now? 17. Is BTJ trying to take it away from her? 18. Isn't Coach Eaves a trip
to watch during the game?19. Why does Blue Reign do the same routine every game? 20. Did they think that we would not notice
that they just changed the song and that's it?

COMING BY FORCE,
OVERCOMING BY CHOICE
showcases artwork from instructors, professors, and
administrators of several
HBCU'S through March 6th.
Participants from A&T Visual
and Performing Arts Department include professors LeAnder Canady, Willie Hooker,
and Brenda Faison.
-J.S

HOUSING SELETION
PROCESS will be in Moore
Gym today through Friday
from 9:00am-4:00pm. The
Housing and Residence Life
Office will be giving out housing assignments during this
time.

- L.L

